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SURFACING: PRO COLOR FINISH/PRO TEXTURE BEADS (optional Pro Accent Chips)

n.t.s.
 
Requirements and recommendations detailed in the Siplast catalog and Terapro Installers Guide shall apply in 
addition to the following recommendations and specifications.

Preparation & Application

1. Qualify the concrete substrate in accordance with Siplast specifications and prepare by shotblasting or scarification  
 followed by shotblasting to a CSP 2 to CSP 4 profile.

2. Prime the prepared concrete substrate using catalyzed Pro Primer T and allow to cure for a minimum 45 minutes.

3. Apply catalyzed Terapro VTS Resin/Filler mixture evenly over the primed substrate using a trowel or stub roller.  
Before the mixture is cured, use a spiked roller to smooth the surface.  Allow to cure for a minimum of 1 hour.

5. Apply a smooth, even layer of catalyzed Pro Color Finish using a roller.

6. Immediately following application of the Pro Color Finish, broadcast an even application of Pro Texture Beads into the 
wet resin before it cures using a hopper gun at the rate required to provide the desired texture.  Backroll the Pro Color 
Finish/Pro Texture Bead blend to fully embed the beads.

7. Pro Accent Chip Option:  Immediately following embedment of the Pro Texture Beads, broadcast Pro Accent Chips 
into the wet resin before it cures using a hopper gun at the rate required to provide the desired aesthetic.

** Rates are approx. and are dependent
    upon texture/aesthetic desired.

* Minimum application rates.

CONCRETE SUBSTRATE

PRO PRIMER T 
0.037 kg/sf (0.4 kg/m²)*

TERAPRO VTS RESIN/FILLER
0.45 kg/sf (4.8 kg/m²)*

PRO ACCENT CHIPS (optional)
 0.01 kg/sf (0.1 kg/m²)**

PRO TEXTURE BEADS
0.0014 kg/sf (0.015 kg/m²)**

PRO COLOR FINISH
0.046 kg/sf (0.5 kg/m²)*


